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The UK has utilised coal mining to fuel industrial 
activity and raise the living conditions of millions 
since the 1500s. Extensive coal mining became 
more intensive throughout the 18th, 19th and 
20th centuries. At its height in the mid-20th 
century, more than 200 million tonnes were said 
to be burnt.

However, the use of coal has significantly reduced in 
favour of alternative sources of power. In fact, according 
to the BBC1, the last coal generator came o� the system 
at midnight on 9th April 2020, and no coal has been 
burnt for electricity since. 

The UK has been le� with thousands of abandoned 
mines, and the dangers they pose to people and the 
environment in terms of contamination and ground 
stability hazards. In addition to existing coal mines, 
there are new plans to mine coal around the country.  
For example, there is a new project in Cumbria2 to  
create an underground metallurgical coal mine.  
Such new projects could a�ect existing properties  
as well as new developments.

For this reason, the Conveyancer’s Handbook specifies 
good practice means checking for coal activity when 

advising the sale or purchase of a property. A�er all, a 
lawyer has a duty of care for their client, and any lender 
involved in a transaction. Of course, no law firm wants to 
damage their reputation or increase their PI by wrongly 
missing a coal report when required.

There are lots of coal products in the market, and it can 
be di�icult to decide which one to choose. Many contain 
similar information. So, expert analysis, the presentation 
of this information, and the additional support given to 
conveyancers and their client become key.

We’re going to look at some of the coal 
reports you can order from Landmark and 
outline their key features. We’ll start with 
The Coal Authority CON29M.
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1 https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-52973089  2 https://www.westcumbriamining.com/what-is-the-plan/
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Landmark has partnered with PinPoint to o�er a 
comprehensive selection of reports. With decades 
of experience in the sector, PinPoint has been 
providing due diligence reports to property 
professionals to help them identify, understand 
and assess risks. 

With a specialism in Mining Reports, the expert team has 
established its own extensive database of coal mining 
data. By combining this with advanced risk modelling 
algorithms and techniques, PinPoint delivers specialist 
support, consistent opinion and guidance to help clients 
understand ground-based risks. In the past 10 years,  
for example, PinPoint hasn’t had a single complaint,  
let alone a PI claim against them.

With PinPoint holding source mining data in-house and 
using trusted algorithms to automatically calculate 
complex Zones of Influence, reports are delivered within 
minutes. The use of intelligent processes for accuracy 
and consistency, and by ensuring any resulting queries 
can be assessed without delay, the overall speed of 
decision making is greatly increased.

POWERED BY PINPOINT

POWERED BY
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THE OFFICIAL COAL 
AUTHORITY – CON29M

This report is issued directly from the Coal 
Authority. Although it is called ‘o�icial’ it 
doesn’t actually contain any data you can’t 
get from other reports, but it is produced 
directly by the Coal Authority.

What’s included:

• A professional opinion that details current or 
potential coal mining risks

• A glossary of mining terms for the homebuyer

• Additional details on appropriate mine entries, 
as well as future known development and 
advice on getting further information through 
a coal mining risk assessment

• Direct links to access relevant follow-on reports

• Information regarding:

– mine entries

– surface hazards related to coal mining

– underground and opencast coal mining

– coal mining subsidence

– coal mining geology

– mine gas

– historical rights to coal (non-residential only)
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LANDMARK 
CON29M

The report outlines coal mining risks for  
anyone managing a residential or commercial 
property transaction and sets the standard for 
the highest quality.

This CON29M Law Society-accredited coal report 
from Landmark, provides property-specific information 
relating to past, current and future underground and 
surface coal mining activities, for properties or sites 
across England, Scotland and Wales. 

As with all Landmark reports, a clear analysis is presented 
in a simple tra�ic light system, with a professional opinion 
included as standard, providing practical next steps.

Key features include:

• Underground coal mining data

• Opencast coal mining data

• Mine entry points 

• Coal mining geology hazards 

• Coal mining subsidence risk 

• Mine gas and surface hazards 

• Historic rights to coal

In addition, Landmark provides exceptional support and 
guidance for all customers including:

• Any technical queries are handled by industry 
professionals and experts 

• Clear, concise reports with simple summary provide 
instant clarity on the report’s findings

• Informative sections explain the nature of any risk 
in accessible language 

• Compliant with CIE and meets extensive due diligence 
requirements of national search companies

Pinpoint’s expert team of Mining Reports Specialists 
have put together an extensive database of coal mining 
data, now combined with advanced risk modelling 
algorithms and techniques. This enables them to provide 
specialist support and consistent opinion and guidance 
for clients when helping them understand ground-
based risks.

Accuracy, e�iciency and reassurance come together 
in a report that:

• Provides clear, consistent results thanks to 
automation run on massive datasets

• Is signed-o� by Phil Huddleston MRICS Chartered 
Mineral Surveyor, former Head of Mining Information 
at The Coal Authority and one of PinPoint’s Directors

• Provides insightful opinion and guidance on 
all results from an expert team of specialists

• Includes Aviva Legal Indemnity Policy cover 
of £100,000 per report, for extra reassurance 

• Guarantees fast turnaround 

• Delivered within a consistent pricing model

• Answers and provides expert opinion on all 11 
CON29M questions as set out by the Law Society 

Any technical queries are handled by industry 
professionals and experts 

Clear, concise reports with simple summary provide 
instant clarity on the report’s findings

Informative sections explain the nature of any risk 
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requirements of national search companies
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LANDMARK REGULATED  
COAL REPORT

10, Malton Grove
STOKE-ON-TRENT
ST 6 5UQ

Search Address:

National Grid centroid of property:

385871.27 , 352078.41

© Crown copyright and database rights 2017 OS Licence Number xxxxxxxxx

Property/site boundary

POWERED BY

RESIDENTIALRE S IDENTI A L

This report is issued for  
the property described as:  
16 Lyndhurst Road, 
Fleet, Hants, 
GU51 1EH

Report Reference 
66877285_1_1

National Grid Reference 
518980 429070

Customer Reference 
FURTHERACTION_SAMPLE_PO2

Report Date
7 May 2020

CONTACT DETAILS

If you require any assistance please 
contact our customer services team on:

0844 844 9966
or by email at:  

helpdesk@landmark.co.uk

Phil Huddleston MRICS, Chartered Minerals Surveyor
Director of PinPoint Coal Ltd

POWERED BY

This report identifies potential risks listed in brief above. A more 
detailed explanation of risks and suggested further steps can be 
found in the relevant section of the report. 

Landmark Regulated Coal 
RE S IDENTI A L

Current Underground Mining NOT IDENTIFIED

Past Underground Mining (See Section 1) IDENTIFIED

Future Underground Mining NOT IDENTIFIED

Underground Mining

Past Opencast Mining NOT IDENTIFIED

Current Opencast Mining NOT IDENTIFIED

Future Opencast Mining NOT IDENTIFIED

Opencast Mining

Mine Entries (See Section 2) IDENTIFIED

Mining Geology NOT IDENTIFIED

Mine Gas NOT IDENTIFIED

Mining (Other)

Subsidence Claims (See Section 5) IDENTIFIED

Surface Hazard (See Section 7) IDENTIFIED

Minerals other than Coal (See Section 8) IDENTIFIED

Other Considerations

This is a great report for conveyancers who are 
completing their due diligence on a property and 
need a residential coal report. You can easily 
combine this report with your environmental 
search to receive both results promptly. 

Ordering search bundles from Landmark also makes this 
a cost-e�icient alternative to ordering all your property 
searches individually from di�erent suppliers.

Landmark Regulated Coal report is backed by an  
expert team of former Coal Authority o�icers and 
industry surveyors, ensuring requirements of a coal 
search are satisfied.

• Coal areas

• Subsidence Claims

• Surface Hazards

• Gas Emissions

In addition, by utilising PinPoint’s proprietary data and 
intelligent Zone of Influence algorithms to automatically 
calculate risk, Landmark Coal is a reliable report that 
helps professionals easily interpret hazards relating to a 
property address. This ease of understanding can be 
passed on to the end user. The easy-to-read summary 
provides instant clarity on the report’s findings, 
regardless of the reader’s industry knowledge.

This report boasts even more features:

• 1 hour turnaround time means you get accuracy  
at speed

• Answers and provides expert opinion on all 11 
CON29M questions as set out by the Law Society 

• Additional appendices will provide interpretive 
answers where mine entries and/or subsidence claims 
are referred to in the report 

• Professional Indemnity cover of £10 million

• Information Accuracy Indemnity of £100,000 per 
report, provided by Aviva

• Consistent pricing 

• Data independently verified and tested for accuracy 

• Compliant with CIE and meets extensive due diligence 
requirements of national search companies 

• All Landmark reports are signed-o� by PinPoint 
Director Phil Huddleston MRICS Chartered Mineral 
Surveyor, former Head of Mining Information at  
The Coal Authority

• Technical support from mining experts 
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SOLVING EVERYONE’S 
PROBLEMS

The Conveyancer
• Our coal reports are simple to interpret and 

won’t need as much explaining to the user

• Time lost handling report queries causing 
delays to transactions is massively reduced

• Get all your coal and enviro reports from 
Landmark – a provider whose name 
is synonymous with quality, clarity 
and accuracy

• Designed by lawyers for end users to 
easily understand

• Dedicated customer service for your 
environmental and coal questions 
speed up your transaction

The End User
• Understand the information presented

• Automated reports speed up the 
transaction process

• Advice on next steps/recommendations 
in the process is clear



We hope that this guide has 
informed you about the range of 
coal reports now available from 
Landmark, with a simple, easy and 
cost-e�ective way to undertake  
due diligence. 

It’s important to know if a property has been 
a�ected by coal mining activities, and it’s 
important to be able to understand any risks 
and further steps that might be necessary.

For more information please contact  
the legal team.

t: 0844 844 9966
e: helpdesk@landmark.co.uk

www.landmark.co.uk




